Ubiquitin-positive frontotemporal lobar degeneration presenting with progressive Gogi (word-meaning) aphasia. A neuropsychological, radiological and pathological evaluation of a Japanese semantic dementia patient.
A patient with progressive anomia and alexia with agraphia for kanji (Japanese morphograms) is described. The patient showed a deficit in single-word comprehension and on-reading (a type of reading that conveys phonetic value) dominance in kanji reading, i.e. on-preceding (pronouncing first with on-reading, irrespective of its preferred reading) and kun-deletion (inability to recall and recognize kun-reading [another type of reading that conveys meaning]) when reading a single-character kanji. These features were due to loss of lexico-semantic information and thus the patient was regarded as having progressive Gogi (word-meaning) aphasia by Imura, a Japanese manifestation of semantic dementia. Macroscopically, neuropathological examination disclosed atrophy of the left frontotemporal lobe with accentuation in the anterior portion of the temporal lobe. Histologically, there was neuronal loss in the cerebral cortex, hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus, amygdala, caudate nucleus, and putamen. Ubiquitin-immunoreactive neuronal inclusions were present in the hippocampal dentate granular cells. This case demonstrates that progressive Gogi aphasia is semiologically identical to semantic dementia, and our patient clinicopathologically resembled those of Rossor et al. [Rossor, M.N., Revesz, T., Lantos, P.L., Warrington, E.K. Semantic dementia with ubiquitin-positive tau-negative inclusion bodies. Brain 2000; 123: 267-76.] and Hodges et al. [Hodges, J.R., Davies, R.R., Xuereb, J.H., Casey, B., Broe, M., Bak, T.H., et al. Clinicopathological correlates in frontotemporal dementia. Ann Neurol 2004; 56: 399-406.].